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On March 12, 1948, Northwest Airlines Flight 4422, a DC-4 with a crew of six, carrying twenty-
four Merchant Marines from Shanghai to New York, crashed high up on Alaska’s Mt. Facing
horrific winds, avalanches, and threats of wild animals, the courageous and established men
returned every year in search of the reality. Air flow reconnaissance flights spotted the charred
continues to be of the plane, but the site was as well remote for recovery teams. After four years
of near-obsessive attempts, they made a monumental discovery: After half a century, wives,
siblings, and children of the victims had been still alive and searching for answers." Airline flight
of Gold may be the first-person account of commercial air line pilot and mountain climber Kevin
McGregor, who with commercial and bush pilot Marc Millican, an experiened mountain climber
as well, attemptedto accomplish what a large number of other expeditions didn't do: discover
the continues to be of the plane and solve the mystery of the reputed treasure. Elias National
Park. Employed in secret, both of these daring and adventurous explorers journeyed into the
vast Wrangell-Saint. Sanford. Rumors that the plane had been transporting gold and diamonds
instantly erupted and enticed treasure hunters to the mountain, but life-threatening
circumstances kept them from reaching what became referred to as "Alaska's Legendary Gold
Wreck. Continuing their efforts for the sake of the households, McGregor and Millican produced
two more startling discoveries: one led them into leading-advantage forensics and the various
other gave material to the treasure rumor. (Kevin McGregor)
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Adventurers Help Solve Historic Aviation Puzzle These two adventurers, Kevin McGregor and
Marc Millican, have inspired me beyond words. I felt like We was there with him Once I found
this book I could not put it down-what an experience! The detail and precision in researching
Flight 4422 and in writing about the process Kevin & Their seek out Northwest Airlines flight
4422 got them through years of study, dangerous excursions, and harsh conditions, all the while
their friendship and interest for aviation hardly ever faultered. Five Stars Good go through.
Hisdescriptions of the Alaskan countryside and feelings that were involved wereabsolutely first
rate. Very much intrigue. And the amount ofresearch and dedication that his team placed into
this task was amazing! An interesting book worth reading if you are a aviation background buff
and/or thinking about Alaskan bush flying. Flight of Gold What a fantastic read. This is actually
the kind of story the majority of us just daydream about, but these men achieved it, and during
the process discovered a little bit of background that helped put a few puzzle parts together for
the groups of the guys on flight 4422. Marc went through to find so many answers about this
plane crash is certainly inspiring. They are 2 males who gave their all to discover answers and
talk about their findings with the family of these who perished and today through this book with
everyone. Their dedication to this project spared nothing. Five Stars Book was in very good
shape Five Stars Well written and well documented - excellent book!Thank you! The reading
experience of this book much exceeded my goals. Millican gave to the project. Being a family
member of one of the travellers, this book brought me mentally to the place where my uncle is
based on eternal peace atop that frozen, Alaskan glacier. Marc and Kevin,This publication took
me personally on a trip that my Uncle Dan probably traveled. As a family member of one of the
guys on the trip, I can't thank you enough to be so diligent in uncovering the reality. Although
you missed gold, you offered each family with treasures they might not have if you hadn't
created the publication. From starting to end it really is a book I did not want to place
down.Denise HackerDan Rice's niece no delivery I got a copy from the author,Kevin McGregor
and it is good. This, by far, may be the best book I've had the satisfaction to narrate. tells about
the flight of selecting this plane. Cannot put it down ! you will love reading !Essential read for
any adventuruos soul! A Must Browse for Aviation and Experience Fans! It was a great read for
aviation history buffs like me. Great book and We was sorry to listen to that among the
pilot/adventurers had passed away. What an amazing tale of a genuine adventure quest to
definitively uncover the fate of prodigal Flight 4422, her crew and passengers. Kevin McGregor
and Marc Millican had been relentless in their decade's long quest, fueled by an intense desire
to provide closure for the families of the "Trip of Gold". Thank you! Well done Kevin and Marc!
An excellent documentary and adventure. All I could say is get yourself a duplicate; I felt like I
was generally there with him! Well written and photos reinforce the story. Just a great
documentary and accurate adventure story. A genuine and touching journal. may be the best
book I've had the pleasure to narrate I simply finished narrating/recording this publication for
the WA Speaking Reserve and Braille Library. Over the years I have recorded many books.He put
in a lot of work on this book; It is extremely well crafted and documented. I am surprised at the
amount of effort, empathy, time and treasure both discoverers K. McGregor and M. For those
who have the slightest curiosity in aviation, Alaska or history this is a publication you will need
to read. Their feeling of adventure, dedication with respect to the survivors and general
humanity make this a lot more than an adventure story. It serves as a testament to the goodness
in humankind. Great Flying Adventure I picked up a copy of the book at my local flight club and
can't put it straight down. It's a well-written account of an excellent flying adventure. The author
shows a lot of respect for the lives that were lost on board Flight 4422 while also engaging the



reader in the mystery of the lost flight and it's feasible payload.Their experiences are really well
documented by the author. AndKevin McGregor's writing style is "best seller" quality.
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